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Welcome to the month of April! Here’s to hoping a new month brings new hope and new
wellness for all of us.
We’re bringing you a few more Member Minutes in the past and coming weeks than we usually
do to give you something to watch, to, of course, bring you updates from the credit union, and
because we hope seeing familiar and friendly faces will bring you a little bit of reassurance
during these hard times. We’re thankful for social media that helps us to feel connected by
being able to interact with you, and we hope it does the same for you too.
There are two things we know to be true here at MCWV.
1. Every single one of our members have their own set of unique life circumstances. We all
experience different struggles at different times.
2. Your credit union, Members Choice West Virginia Federal Credit Union, is here for you
through all of those circumstances, regardless of when.
While everyone’s priorities are different right now, reliable transportation is always of great
concern. Some may not have the need or be focused on car shopping right now; others may be
in real need of a reliable vehicle in the event an emergency were to arise; and others who are
interested in a new vehicle purchase may be looking for affordable options while money is
tight.
If you’re in any of those situations, we are here to help; and we’re proud of our partner
Enterprise Car Sales who is here for you too if your situation is one that includes needing a
reliable vehicle. Now through April 12th, Enterprise is offering an extended Family Benefit of
$700 off the purchase price of your vehicle. That’s $700 off any vehicle’s price with Enterprise.
We’re working with Enterprise to ensure your entire car shopping, purchase and financing
process is as convenient, quick and contactless as possible. We are still running full operations,
including our loan department, through our drive-thru services, by telephone and curbside
assistance. Enterprise is doing the same, working by telephone and online until you’re ready for
a clean test drive and a clean closing.
If you want to set up an appointment, just let us know! To keep you safe physically and
financially, we will arrange the entire process for you so you can get $700 off the purchase price
of any vehicle with Enterprise, and an affordable rate with our auto loan rates as low as 2.75%.
Above all, don’t forget: If you are experiencing financial distress, please let us know as soon as
possible so we can work together now. Simply email or call our Loan Clerk, Brian, at
bbess@memberschoicewv.com or 304-346-5242 ext. 214 or ask for Brian. Speak with Brian to
confidentially share your current situation and concerns with our staff, and we will be in touch
to assess your circumstances and to help.
We’ll see you on the next Member Minute soon!

